
Sermon by Rev. Lusmarina Campos Garcia
Based on Ezekiel 37:1-14

And the valley was quiet. No words pronounced. No dreams dreamt. No breathing. Just quietness hovering
over hundreds of thousands of bones. Dry. Silent.

The valley of dry bones speaks of the experience of dying. It refers to physical death, but also the death of
those who live at the border of desperation and hopelessness. The death of those who are uprooted from their
homes, their land, their culture, their religious references; those who are deprived from looking at the
landscape they love or entering their most valued place of worship.

The death Ezekiel was facing was the death of his own people. Not their physical death, but the experience of
being deported to another country to live in exile in a foreign place. It was Babylon, five hundred ninety three
to five hundred seventy one before Christ.

Ezekiel himself was taken into exile in 597 BCE. It was a traumatic experience, for him individually and for
his people.

He himself suffered by hearing the reports about how his religious institution was being corrupted without the
proper oversight of the priesthood; he saw his status reduced from a prominent position as a future priest in
Jerusalem to that of a temple-less priest in exile; he had to experience the death of his wife without mourning
her, so he would set the example for the exilic community not to mourn the loss of the Temple (24:16-24).

His people suffered under the Babylonians, who tortured the inhabitants of Jerusalem with siege warfare that
lasted almost two years, leading to famine, disease, and despair (2 Kings 25:3). They destroyed the city of
Jerusalem, razed the temple to the ground, killed many of its inhabitants, and forced the rest to migrate to
Babylon.

The vision of the valley is a vision speaking of death. No words pronounced. No dreams dreamt. No
breathing. Just that disturbing silence hovering over hundreds of thousands of bones. Nowadays, the valley
could be in Japan, Haiti, Srebrenica, Ivory Coast or Mexico. How many people are thrown in common graves
without any identification; bones without names.

But the valley also speaks of us. Some of us have experienced death close at hand; we've lost friends,
children, parents. Some of us are ill. And some of us don't even want to think of the possibility of dying. But
death is inevitable. And although none of us is really interested in getting there, it is our common destiny. If
we are capable of speaking about it with those we love, we will help ourselves and those near us when the
time comes. Our lives become lighter after confronting those issues we are afraid to tackle.

But the valley is not only about death; it is also about life. It is about the insistence of the Spirit in restoring
the vital energy so those who are dead find their way back to life again. It is about a voice calling and waking
us up; it is about a hand reaching so far into the place where we are lost, that it rescues us. The valley is about
resurrection.

Sometimes we are so submerged in our pain, difficulties, fears, illnesses, loneliness, anxiousness, that we
don't realize there is a wind insisting on blowing, there is a voice insisting on calling, there is a hand insisting
on reaching towards us, there is resurrection at our disposal.

When Jesus says in the Gospel, "I am the resurrection and the life" he is not affirming himself as an eternal
and ethereal re-builder of life but he is placing resurrection into the present time; he is saying that resurrection
is for here and for now as much as it is for the future. Resurrection is a metaphor for every potential of life
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that has place within us and within our world.

Which resurrection do we need today? On which part of our lives do we want the Spirit to blow?

And the valley became noisy. Thousands of words were pronounced, a multitude of dreams were dreamt; the
feet learned how to dance and the hands how to help; new visions were seen and new songs were sung, and
the Spirit, that insistent Spirit kept blowing, gently, reminding that it is for life that we are born and life is our
common destiny.

Amen.
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